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There’s something about a truck, in a farmer’s field. Kip Moore’s Something ‘bout a Truck came over the 

radio of my brand new red Ford F150. I was waiting on Bobbie-Jo, my high school crush. It was my 

freshman year in high school when I first met Bobbie-Jo, she thought I was the nerdy guy who sat in the 

corner and didn’t have many friends. Bobbie-Jo had Buc, one of the football players. I played Call of Duty 

and World of Warcraft. He was aggressive and rude, and at times violent. I was too shy to be violent. I 

had no idea why she stayed with him. We were in the real world now though and I was waiting to meet 

her for a date. 

As I waited I looked out over the play structure I was parked in front of, it was in the shape of a rocket 

ship. When I was younger I used to pretend I was an astronaut flying through space whenever my mom 

took me to this park. Most of the other kids had thought I was nerdy, and well that has only kind of 

changed. I still played video games and my comic book collection still sat on several bookshelves in my 

apartment above my parent’s garage but now I worked for the Army. 

When I graduated high school I announced to my parents that I was joining the Army. Just as they 

always had, they tisked in disapproval, saying I would never be able to make it. Well I proved them 

wrong. I joined the Army and after my first tour overseas, about a year long, I tried out for Ranger 

School. I passed and was even accepted into further training for a unit that is so black it doesn’t even 

have a name. Other units who knew what we did, but not who we were, referred to us as ghosts. 

Bobbie-Jo’s beat up, old Honda Civic pulled into a spot a few cars down from mine. Like the gentleman 

the Army had taught me to be I ran over and opened her car door. I couldn’t keep a nervous smile off 

my face. As she got out of the small car I was completely stunned. Her long legs and five foot nine body 

were framed in denim shorts and a button down shirt. She was nothing short of amazing. 

“Hey Bobbie-Jo.” 

“Eh’ Tex.” No lie, my name is Tex. It is on my birth certificate and everything. 

“Ah… how are you?” 

“I am doing great, Tex. The sun feels nice.” 



 

 

“I guess… Do you want to take a walk before dinner?” 

“That would be great but I have a question before we go.” 

“Sure.” 

“What do you do in the Army?” 

“Oh nothing fun, just logistics and planning mostly. I am part of the 308th Support Group out of Fort 

Brag.” It was the lie the Army paid me to tell, maybe there would be some point where we would be 

close enough that she would figure out that wasn’t what I was doing on her own but that time wasn’t 

now. 

She seemed so cool with being on a date that it made me more nervous. The Army was able to deal with 

most of my shyness but I didn’t have my uniform or comrades with me, the only thing I had from the 

Army was my dog tags. The metal identifiers felt warm under my shirt. 

Bobbie-Jo skipped off down a path ahead of me, I followed as quickly as I could without running. She 

stopped at a bench near a creek. I sat on the bench next to her and as I did a smile played over her lips. 

“So did you get the new Metal Gear Solid game?” 

“Uh… no, the Army keeps me too busy to play many video games.” 

“You do know I have a younger brother? I play video games with him. If I had admitted that in high 

school I would have been ostracized and Buc would have left me.” 

“What happened to Buc? I thought you had the hots for him.” 

“Well Tex, don’t you know it’s rude to ask about someone’s past boyfriends on a first date?” I blushed. 

“But I will let you pass this time, I did bring him up. He went off to college to play football and is still a 

big kid. He wanted me to follow him to his college town but not enroll in college. I didn’t want to deal 

with his immaturity anymore. I want to go on to bigger and better things than my parents.” 

“What do your parents do?” 

“Oh both my parents work at the grocery store that I work at.” She blushed this time and as she did I 

smiled back at her. 

“Now that we have both been embarrassed, do you want to go to dinner?” 

She laughed and nodded. Standing up she ran back in the direction of the car. I followed her. 

* 

Bobbie-Jo lay on her stomach in the living room of my apartment. She was wearing a tank top and tight 

shorts, an Xbox controller gripped in her hands. I sat propped against the couch behind her where I 

could see both her and the screen. The girl in front of me amazed me, her beauty and kindness surprised 

me. What perplexed me though was the game on the flat screen TV in front of us. We played Call of 

Duty Modern Warfare, and our score was tied. In high school the only other people I ever played games 



 

 

with were nerdy friends, who happened to be guys. Now the prom queen lay in front of me, almost 

beating me. 

“Oh my gosh, how the heck did you do that?” Bobbie-Jo had just killed me for the third time in a row. 

“I’ve got skill boy.” 

“You sure do.” 

“I have this game too. It’s not my first time playing it.” 

“Now I have you.” I threw the controller up in the air when Bobbie-Jo killed me again, winning the game. 

That had been our fifth game of the day, all of the games had been close. 

Bobbie-Jo pushed herself off the floor and came over to lean against the couch with me. Gripping my 

chin she pulled my face to hers, kissing me on the lips softly. Sweetness lost me in the kiss. I kissed her 

back as well as I could but I wasn’t expecting this and I had never kissed a girl before. Her lips were soft 

and warm, they tasted of Strawberry. After a few seconds she pulled away. 

“Well that was amazing.” I hadn’t meant to speak aloud. 

“Don’t tell me that was your first kiss?” 

“It might have been.” 

“Wow, I knew you were a nerd but not that big of one.” I grimaced and she quickly corrected herself. 

“That isn’t a bad thing, we can fix it.” 

* 

The day before my last night with Bobbie-Jo we met at the creek where she had first revealed that she 

was a nerd. Before her arrival I was thinking about my deployment. This would be my second time 

deploying with my new unit. I was a sergeant now and I would be in charge of three other people, my 

squad. It was going to be exciting as it always was. After this week of finding someone I could relate to 

back home though, I also had something to come back to and that excited me. Bobbie-Jo walked up 

stirring me from my day dream. I don’t know why but I was embarrassed to have been thinking about 

her. 

“Eh’ Tex.” I had come to know that was her signature greeting, the accent she had gotten from her 

parents made it sound beautiful to the ears. 

“Hi there Bobbie-Jo.” I walked up to her and hugged her. She pushed me back and kissed me on the lips. 

I returned the kiss. I was still getting used to kissing. “So why did you want me to pick you up here? It 

wouldn’t have been a problem for me to pick you up from home.” 

“Look can we just focus on our date and not talk about that?” 

“Yeah, got anything you want to do?” 

“Not particularly. How about you?” 



 

 

“I was thinking maybe we could go to the pizza place across from the park, there is a concert in the park 

and we could eat and watch it.” 

“Sounds like a plan.” Bobbie-Jo reached for my hand and pulled me in the direction of the parking area. 

Opening the passenger door of my truck I helped her in, not that she needed any help, she was taller 

than me. I got in and drove off towards town. Country music flowed from the truck’s speakers and 

Bobbie-Jo hummed and sang along. I listened more to her than the music. We pulled up in front of the 

Perfectoria Pizzaria and got out. The park across the street was already starting to fill up so we ran in 

and ordered quickly. While I paid for both of us we could hear the band getting ready to play, the 

guitarist tuning his guitar, the drummer beating around warming up his hands, and the singer going 

through warm up exercises to make sure his voice wouldn’t crack. 

At the park we found an open patch of grass a couple hundred feet away from the stage and sat down, 

eating our pizza. The cover band began to play Toby Keith music and both Bobbie-Jo and I sang along. As 

we sang to the band I looked at Bobbie-Jo and smiled. She smiled right back at me. At that moment I 

knew this week had been for her, what it was for me. Nothing short of amazing. 

Not long after we had finished eating, it took a while with the singing along, the band started to move 

into slower songs. Bobbie-Jo laid back on the grass and I joined her. We lay body to body, our arms 

touching; our hands holding each other’s. At some point her hand had worked its way under my shirt 

and up my chest to a scar I received in training. 

“Is that a scar?” She asked feeling the lines of the scar. 

“Yes ma’am.” I answered a little self-conscious. 

“How did you get it?” 

“In training.” 

It was after Ranger school, I sat in an interrogation room. The room was pitch black, preventing me from 

seeing anything. They kept asking me questions about ongoing operations and I answered with the same 

answer, I don’t know. We weren’t supposed to be part of the military when we were covert missions so 

unlike in the movies we never answered with our rank and serial number. To try and coax an answer out 

of me an instructor had drawn a blade across my chest. It was nowhere near deep enough to kill me but 

it was enough to cause pain. It was a mere distraction from a dream though. In the earlier training they 

had taught us to retreat to somewhere happy in our mind and focus on that. That was what I had been 

doing when they used the knife. 

“They have dangerous training like that for people who do logistics? Whatever did that must have been 

scary.” 

I shrugged. I didn’t really know how to answer. I couldn’t say how I had really gotten it, that would blow 

my cover. Those thoughts ran from my mind as soon as I looked over and saw Bobbie-Jo’s face next to 

me. I reached in and kissed her experimentally. She kissed back. 

* 



 

 

The night of our last date, I spent an hour just trying to pick out an outfit. Most of my clothes here at 

home didn’t fit me anymore. My final decision was black jeans and a black snap up shirt with white 

southern designs. Then I brushed my teeth again to make sure they were perfectly clean and slapped on 

my hat, a cowboy hat my father gave me when I graduated boot camp. I think he gave it to me as a kind 

of apology for saying I couldn’t do it. 

Bobbie-Jo had finally agreed to let me pick her up at home because her dad wanted to meet me. I was 

nervous as I drove to her house, the only thing calming me was the vibration of my steering wheel in my 

hands. What would await me at her house? I had never met her parents nor had I ever met a father of 

any girl I had dated. I had seen the movies and heard the songs though. Fathers were supposed to be 

strict and almost mean to suitors who came to pick up their daughters. 

I pulled up at Bobbie-Jo’s house. The house looked like it was built in the late nineteenth century and 

had seen better days back then. I knocked on the door after walking up a creaky porch. The man who 

answered the door surprised me. He was only an inch or so taller than me, making him shorter than 

Bobbie-Jo and his unbuttoned work shirt made me take him a little less seriously. That was, until he 

talked. 

“So you are the one who is here to take my daughter out?” 

“Yes sir.” 

“Well come on in son and sit right down, we’ve got some talking to do.” 

His voice carried a tone of seriousness and threat behind it that despite my training made me listen to 

him. I followed him into a living room with white walls that were chipping. In the corner sat an arm chair 

with Bobbie-Jo in it. A door on the far side of the room framed a woman in a floral dress, Bobbie-Jo’s 

mother. I waited for Bobbie-Jo’s father to take a seat on the coach next to her arm chair before I took a 

seat on a wooden dining chair opposite the coach. 

“Good evening Ma’am.” 

“So where do you plan on taking my daughter tonight?” 

“Agitha’s, the Italian restaurant Sir.” 

“You plan to pay right?” 

“Yes sir.” 

“You plan to treat my daughter right?” 

“Yes sir.” 

“Because if you don’t I will track you down. Nowhere is safe.” 

“Yes sir, I will take excellent care.” 

“If I say you can take her out you are to have her back before eleven.” 

“Daddy, I am not a little girl anymore, I am twenty two.” Bobbie-Jo pleaded. 



 

 

“Fine midnight, but not a second later.” 

“Honey that is enough, you kids run along.” Bobbie-Jo’s mother interrupted the interrogation. 

As Bobbie-Jo got up and grabbed my hand leading me outside her father yelled reminders for me to 

treat her right and have her back before midnight. I wasn’t going to disobey him. 

Agitha’s was the town’s fanciest restaurant. I held Bobbie-Jo’s hand as we walked into the restaurant. 

The tables were lit almost exclusively by candles. Red and white checkered table clothes covered the 

tables and fine white napkins cushioned the silverware. 

Once we had ordered our food conversation finally started. “So why didn’t you want me to come pick 

you up until now?” 

“I didn’t want you to see how poor our family is. As I told you before I want to do bigger and better 

things. You have a big nice truck, your family’s house is in pretty good condition.” 

“My parents might have a little money, but honestly not much. The truck on the other hand, that was 

something I saved up for. I have been living on base, not needing to spend money for a while. It wasn’t 

hard to save up for a big down payment. I still owe some money on it. Don’t be embarrassed about it. 

Remember I am a nerd.” 

Bobbie-Jo giggled. “What are we doing after dinner?” 

“That is a surprise.” 

“Oh, really? That sounds exciting.” 

I stared across the table at Bobbie-Jo as she ate bread and butter. 

“You are beautiful, and that is an amazing dress.” I said when she noticed. 

The black dress fit her body perfectly. The fabric expensive and unmarred, it must have taken quite a lot 

of her pay check. 

“Thank you.” She blushed. “It’s new actually, I bought it just for tonight.” 

* 

I helped Bobbie-Jo into the truck after dinner. She didn’t know where we were going and I hoped she 

wouldn’t find it childish when she found out. After ten minutes of driving it was impossible to not know 

where we were going. We looped up the road that led to a cliff that oversaw the park that we met at a 

week ago. The point was a favorite place for high school and college students to make out at. 

Slowly, I backed my truck up to the edge and got out. I helped Bobbie-Jo into the back of the truck 

where I had stored a couple of folding chairs and a cooler. Opening the cooler I passed a beer to Bobbie-

Jo and took one for myself. Before I joined the Army I hadn’t enjoyed beer but it had soon become the 

beverage of choice when we drank to pass time. 

“When do you come back?” 



 

 

“In six months’ time. If you want to meet me right there in six months’ time I would enjoy that.” I said 

pointing down to the creek where I had first found out that Bobbie-Jo was a nerd. 

“I will but only under one condition, you call me your girlfriend when you come back.” Bobbie-Jo’s hand 

slipped into mine and we sat there watching the stars before I took her home before midnight. 

* 

The whistle of a mortar round howled through the Afghani street. It found its mark right outside of the 

building my team hid in. I did a visual check of the other three members of my team. Everyone was 

operational, a little banged up, but they would be okay. We hadn’t been prepared for an ambush, no 

one was supposed to know we were here. 

Our little SUV they had given us for the mission was worn down and probably hadn’t seen a mechanic in 

years. Higher up had tried to give us a vehicle that wouldn’t stand out but had ended up giving us a 

death trap. Inside it we had only had our rifles along with a radio. The radio now sat on the floor of the 

room we hid in. Angel was working on it but it wasn’t looking good. That meant all we had left was our 

short range radios which were only designed to communicate between the squad at short distances. 

Bullets flew through the window above me and I braced myself on my knee and raised my weapon to 

return fire. Just as quickly as I raised myself I retreated back to the floor. We had limited ammunition 

and I wasn’t going to spend it all trying to shoot something I couldn’t get a clear shot at. What I could tell 

from my brief time looking out the window though was that we were outnumbered. 

“Angel, scrub the radio, check the back. See if we are clear.” I said after keying up my radio. 

“Rog.” 

He pulled out his side arm and placed two bullets in the radio, making sure that even if the enemy got 

ahold of it they couldn’t reconstruct it easily. I waited there sitting up only one more time to try and 

keep the progressing line of soldiers at bay. It seemed like hours but it was minutes at the most. 

“Roadblock, Angel, clear for exfil.” 

My squad fell in on me and we moved quickly to the door. Angel, who was already at the door, got his 

nickname for always being in the right place at the right time. Wise guy, was behind me, and well it was 

pretty obvious how he got his name. Behind him was Seal, our best swimmer. Seal was taking up the 

rear, watching behind us. 

We entered the alley behind the building it was clear for now. Moving out onto the main street from the 

alley we sprinted to the end of the block. We wanted to be out of sight as quick as possible. Gunfire 

ripped out right before I turned the corner a block away. I was struck in the shoulder and leg. The bullets 

tore burning holes in my skin. Another two hit the building next to my head. I fell around the corner. 

Angel pulled me away from the corner while the other two covered the corner. The bullet to my leg had 

hit something, moving my leg hurt, the bullet that had hit my arm made it almost impossible to shoot 

my rifle. 

I was bleeding out quickly but we had no medical supplies with us. “I am just going to slow you down, 

cover me for a minute.” 



 

 

Angel looked at me, he was about to question me but he knew I was right. He stood over me in a 

protective stance while I produced a small lined notepad out of one of my cargo pockets. I scribbled 

several quick pages and passed them to him. My team left and I was alone. There was only one thing left 

to do. Buy them time. 

“Hey, ass holes.” I yelled as I crawled into the street trying to pull my sidearm from my waistband with 

my bad hand and pass it to my good arm. I got off two shots. Hitting something, I couldn’t tell what 

because another bullet tore into my bad arm causing me to roll over in pain. Before they could get to me 

I pulled my belt off and cinched off my arm to reduce the blood flow. 

The last thing I saw was an enemy combatant slamming his pistol down into my face. The last thought I 

had was of Bobbie-Jo and her secret nerdiness. 

* 

She was sitting on the bench by the Creek. It had been thirty minutes but still she sat and waited. Maybe 

something had held Tex up and she couldn’t leave. There was something about that nerdy Army boy 

that had won her over. Maybe it was the time they spent playing video games on the floor in his living 

room, or maybe it was at the park while they listened to the band. Whatever had made her fall for him 

she couldn’t deny that she had. It had been a little over a week since she had received a letter from Tex 

and she was worried but something told her he was still alive. 

Ten minutes later three men came walking down the path. There was something familiar about them 

and as they got closer Bobbie-Jo realized it was how they walked. They carried themselves with a 

presence that only came from training. When they reached the bench she was on, one of them stopped 

and sat down; the other two took a respectful distance. 

“My name is Angel.” He said as he pulled an envelope out of a coat pocket. Up close his face looked 

prickly and warn like he saw hard times recently. 

“Sorry but I am waiting for someone. I am sure you are a nice guy but I can’t talk.” 

“Bobbie-Jo Miller?” 

“How do you know my name?” 

“I have something for you.” He handed her the envelope. Bobbie-Jo hadn’t been close to Tex for long 

but she still had to hold back the tears that tried to come to her eyes. There could be only one reason 

why these guys were here instead of Tex. “An official Army notification team is with his parents right 

now. We are going to see them after but he wanted us to give you that. Do you need anything?” 

“No, no. I am fine.” She managed to choke out. 

Bobbie-Jo opened the envelope while the guy who called himself Angel sat next to her. Inside sat a dog 

tag nestled by a couple of small pieces of lined paper. She pulled the lined paper out and unfolded it so 

she could read it. The handwriting was terrible but she could still make out the letter. 

Bobbie-Jo, 



 

 

I am sorry you have to read this but I made it to Arlington. I don’t know how you will take this letter but I 

wanted you to know that our week together, although brief, was one of the best times of my life. You, a 

nerd, I never would have believed it. By now I guess you have figured out that I don’t do logistics, I died 

overseas in combat. I am sorry I couldn’t tell you, we are sworn to secrecy. Angel here will look after you 

if you need anything. They take care of their own. This will be the last of my letters from war. 

Tex 

She couldn’t hold it in, Bobbie-Jo cried. 

“When?” Was all she could choke out. 

“Five days ago. We were on a black mission, one that we can’t talk about, we were ambushed. He was 

hit and tried to buy us time while we escaped. The next day we organized a couple more squads to go 

back and try to retrieve his body but we couldn’t find it. With that and the news trying to go up the 

chain of command the notification took this long. I apologize for not being able to come sooner.” 

“It was so close though. Five days before…” She cried while Angel patted her back lightly. 

* 

I sat on the airplane, my right arm in a sling. There was a feeling of a dream to the flight. I hadn’t 

expected to get out of that town alive. When I awoke from the pistol slamming into my face my arm and 

leg had been bandaged with dirty rags. I was in some kind of makeshift holding cell. They wanted me to 

admit to being part of a secret military agency on camera. What they hadn’t counted on was escape and 

evasion training. When my moment had come to escape I seized it and took the camera with me. 

Destroying what was hopefully all record of me being there. 

After getting to a military post I managed to get them to keep anyone from talking to my parents. I 

didn’t want the news I was alive to come from anyone but me. Instead I called Angel and asked him to 

get Seal and Wise Guy to arrange for my family and Bobbie-Jo to be together when I arrived back in 

town. 

The wheels of the plane touched down on the runway and I left the plane with everyone else. My Army 

Combat Uniform earning me thank you’s and pats on the back. I nodded and thanked people. Angel was 

standing on the other side of the security check point waiting for me. He ran up and we embraced with 

unmasked enthusiasm. I am sure we were quite a sight, two soldiers in the middle of the airport hugging 

and yelling. 

As we got my bags, we walked to a rental car. The mood grew more somber. “If we had known you were 

still alive… We figured they had taken your body to decimate or something.” 

“Angel I was the one who told you to leave me. You guys got away and I am alive. That is all that 

matters. I honestly didn’t expect to get out of there anyways.” 

* 

We pulled up in my parent’s driveway the rental sedan was caked in dust from the dirt road. I got out, 

quickly adjusting my uniform and began walking towards the door. Angel retrieved my bags from the car 



 

 

and followed me. An unmistakable creaking came from the front porch door, it was followed by a 

screaming. My mom and dad followed by Bobbie-Jo came out on to the porch and ran towards me. I felt 

the love in the air and met every embrace despite the pain I felt in my arm when they hugged me. 

“We thought you were...” My father couldn’t finish his sentence. I could hear the tone of regret and 

sorrow and just general emotion in his voice. 

“It’s okay, I did too.” 

 


